BLUE INK

UPCOMING SHOWS
11/3: Jonny Lang at the Belly Up Tavern
11/6: Fabulous Thunderbirds at Sycuan Casino
Queens of Boogie Woogie at Dizzy’s
11/8: Lyle Lovett and John Hiatt at CA Center for the
Arts Escondido
11/12: Dave & Phil Alvin at the Belly Up Tavern
11/20: Danielle Nicole Band at Acoustic Music San
Diego
11/24: Jackie Greene at Observatory North Park
12/4: Robert Cray Band at the Belly Up Tavern
12/11: Eric Burdon & the Animals at Pala Casino
12/12: Kim Wilson at Winstons OB
12/19: Gary Hoey at Ramona Mainstage

12/31: Candye Kane Happy Hour at the Belly Up
Tavern
Los Lobos at the Belly Up Tavern
WHITNEY SHAY AND STONE BREWING PAIR UP
FOR HANNAH’S HOUSE FUNDRAISER

On
Friday November 6,
local blues phenom,
Whitney Shay, is
donating her time and
talent at a fundraiser to
be held for Hannah’s
House, featuring craft
beer pairing from Stone
Brewing Company,
chocolate, and blues at
an elegant private
home in Mission Hills.
Hannah’s House
(www.hannahshouse.org ) is a
nonprofit facility that
helps keep children
and parents connected
when Family Court
custody proceedings

put restrictions on their contact. They provide a variety of services to help
restore the fractured family, including supervised custody exchanges,
therapy, parenting classes and other resources to help the children and
parents transition to successful two-home families.
In high demand among blues and jazz fans locally, Whitney Shay is about
to depart on a tour in Brazil, where she will be featured at the Mississippi
Delta Blues Festival in Caxias do Sul. She takes command of the classic
swing, R&B and jazzy songs in her repertoire with her sultry style and
powerhouse vocals and a stage presence to go with them. A prime
example is her stunning rendition of “I’m Just a Prisoner (of Your Good
Love),” released on her Soul Tonic CD. It does perfect justice to the Candi
Staton original from the ‘70’s. Once you hear it, it sticks in your head.
If you can’t make it to Brazil or the November 6 fundraiser, you can look
forward to finding her at numerous local venues, from the US Grant to
Proud Mary’s.
DM

INTERNATIONAL BLUES COMPETITION
The suspense is over...The Holla Pointe will be representing San Diego in
Memphis in January! Everybody turned in amazing performances, and we
had great turnout. Thanks to Aqua-Fi, John January & Linda Berry w/ JJ
Crew, Backwater Blues Band, Give Me Back My Wig, the Dave Keefer
Band, Flipside Burners and Casey Hensley Band for participating...hope to
see them back next time! And thanks to all the judges: Donna Mallen,
Michele Lundeen, Barney Roach, Dana Duplan, Al Schneider, Steve
Douglas, David Lewis and Ken Boozer, who had to make some VERY
tough decisions. And special thanks to my awesome volunteers who helped
make the whole thing possible: Nancy Tiger, Richard Farrell and Kathy
McLean. See you all in January for the send-off party!

INSPIRATION...it touches
all of us in different ways.
The blues touches all of us in diverse ways and for diverse purposes.
Perhaps you heard a song you never heard before and its soulful longing
touched your heart, perhaps you clasped onto the groove of the song, the
style of the singer, the meaning beyond the lyrics. There is certainly no
right or wrong way to find yourself having been swayed to its charms and
how we first came into contact with the blues is behind many musician’s
growth within it. I reached out to several area musicians to find out what
first inspired them to follow a blues direction and let them explain their path
for themselves.
Deejha Marie Pope..Been singing since I was two years..didn't like blues
much when was younger I was into disco but after i got older ..I heard B.B.
King..and that did it . I wanted to know more and didn't know some my
favorite singers were singing the blues
James Brown...I guess in my travels i personally rejected Blues because
of the oppression connections.. ..sounds like a good name for a Band..lol
can`t say there was any song or artist in particular.
Tony Agosta..Cream. Specifically Eric Clapton.
Lady Star Blues...THE MUSIC JUST MOVE YOUR HEART AND SOUL,
YOU FEEL LIKE YOU CAN SHOUT IT OUT TO THE WORLD, IT WILL
JUST SET YOU FREE. BLUES IS JUST LIKE CHURCH, BUT YOU
CANNOT SAY IN CHURCH YOU CAN SAY IT IN BLUES (THE TRUTH)
Mina Trammell..Music as a youth was our families way to unplug from the
day to day demands of life. Most people gravitate to the music of their
generation or their peers. Like Pop music,
I heard my era's music on the radio stations and on TV.
Blues was considered the music of the grown up in my day. I always
loved spending time with my Dad and Mom. I could see their whole
personality and disposition change from a Blues song. I think my defining

moment was at a family get together and my parents were listening to an 8
track of Blues tunes. The tape got stuck in the player and my mom got
upset about it. I got up on the hood of our car and sang the song "Rockin
good way to fall in love" til my dad could fix the tape deck!
My mom made me take music classes after that. I was 6!
Mario FourQurean...A Language;
A Form Of Expression, Communication!
Since I Grew up Listening To A Variety Of
Music...Country...R&B..Soul...Dance...Jazz...
Latin...World Music...Etc.
So Blues, Took A Little Extra Effort...lol
But I Like The Fact...Those Blues Folks...Had A Different Feeling...
Frank Tranfaglia..
That's an easy one. First time I heard You Shook Me be Led Zeppelin, I
was intrigued. Then when first heard Couldn't Stand The Weather by Stevie
Ray Vaughn, I was hooked.
JoAnn Mercer....Wow now that is one loaded question!!!!
. BB King baby!!!! There is something about Blues music that you just don't
feel in other types of music. It goes deep and tells stories about what
people go through in life. As for me that's all I would play if I had the
chance, because I love it!!!!!
Harrry Magalong.....I would say that moment was most likely 1966 or so.
The first time I saw James Cotton and/or Paul Butterfield Blues bands at
the Old Fillmore Auditorium. Game changer for a lot of the San Francisco
music scene at the time. Subsequent SF bands were affected by the blues
in a positive manner in my opinion. The local rock (and roll) bands at the
time, were playing with a bit more "grit". LOL, after the coming of these two
bands. Overnight, there were dozens of local blues bands playing the
circuit... Though I didn't get on the blues revolution at that time, Did I
mention that my all time favorite has always been Freddy King. I do
appreciate the genre. In my opinion, the blues have greatly influenced most
areas of pop music I listen to today.
Freddy Lawson...Well to answer your question. I really didn't have a
defining moment. I just listened too a lot of R&B, Soul & Blues growing up.
John Fraizer ...Tomcat Courtney, No question about it.

Dane Terry,...Well, my involvement with music in general come from my
parents and extended family. My Father played Jazz Guitar (pro-am) and
my Mother played Organ & Piano in church and off and on as a pro through
my childhood. There was always music in our home, in the car (singing
songs a cappella on trips), and even at the dinner table, where
conversation could occasionally morph into song. My folks listened to (and
played) Jazz, Gospel, Country and even Blues music, so I always had
some understanding of the Blues.
My folks gave me my first instrument, a harmonica, before I was in school.
Using the little booklet that came in the box, I learned to play popular songs
like Red River Valley and such. When I got a guitar at 14, I forgot about
harmonica for the most part (but there was always one or two in my gigbag) and learned to play a lot of the popular music I was listening to. I
played Bass guitar for a couple of decades in garage bands, never getting
out of the garage.
In the '80s I had a close friend who re-introduced me to Blues music from
his enormous collection. I quickly fell in love with Jr Wells' music and
Charlie Musselwhite's. Those two players had me picking my harmonicas
up and trying to do what they did. After a while, I began to study other
Blues masters, such as Little Walter, Big Walter, both Sonny Boy
Williamsons, Sonny Terry, Peter 'Madcat' Ruth, and then Rod Piazza,
William Clarke, and of course George 'Harmonica' Smith and others.
But the trigger? If I had to point to a single event that forever hooked me on
loving, listening to, and playing Blues music I'd say Charlie Musselwhite's
Christo Redemptor. I realized that great music could be made on
harmonica and that Blues music could be complex, melodic, compelling
and deeply moving. I've heard the man play that song several times and
always found his performances deeply moving; it's still one of my all-time
favorites.
Steve Douglas...Many of my teen years were spent at the Filmore East,
N.Y, N.Y going to see the Cream more times than I can count, the Who,
Joplin, Vanilla Fudge, Hendrix, and most every group that was big in the
60s‘ . To me, the music was just a new kind of rock that I loved. One day in
high school, someone approached me with what I now assume were stolen
LPs. They were brand new. He said that if I sold them for him, I could keep

any two. I sold them in a very short time and when it came time to pick, I
chose two LPs from a group I had never heard of, but their covers looked
interesting to me. They were the first two Paul Butterfield Blues albums and
when I put them on, I knew I was listening to something else entirely. The
cymbal work of drummer Sam Lay, the guitar playing of Mike Bloomfield
and the harmonica of Paul Butterfield which took the harp playing of Mick
Jagger and placed it in the kiddie corner touched me, wasn’t then sure just
how, but there was something there. It was then that I first identified what I
was hearing from others as blues. In ’69 I was at the Woodstock Festival
all 4 days, right down front and could hear and interpret what was rock and
what was blues, despite their connection, for the first time.

New CD RELEASE REVIEWS
Guitar Shorty-Bare Knuckle
alligator.com
This is one strong album by
Guitar Shorty who takes older
blues themes and makes them
as current to the social and
political spectrum that exists
today as is possible. He
accomplishes this with both
powerful guitar playing,
relatable lyrics and a touch of
humor. His past efforts
working with such music
masters as Sam Cooke, B.B.
King, T-Bone Walker and Ray
Charles over the last several
decades have faired him well
with a strong demand for
performances around the

world. In 2006, his follow up album “We The People’ won the Blues Music
Award for Best Contemporary Blues Album of the year, and after listening
to his new ‘Bare Knuckle’ release, one can easily see that despite the
years, Guitar Shorty, makes old blues, new again and very up to date.
From the very first tune, ‘Please Mr. President’, Guitar Shorty exhorts the
President to lay some stimulus on him. After all, he is just a working man
trying to feed his family while in search of jobs that do not seem to exist.
This first song, quickly followed by ‘Too Hard to Love You’ is a desperate
goodbye to a gal who seems to only want him for the money he could
provide. The theme is strong as it remains in the very next song ‘The
Sting’. Despite enjoying the songs individually as an a comprehensive
overview of life in today’s social climate, my absolute favorite on this CD his
the tune ‘Slow Burn’ which incorporates a steady groove in the background
while Guitar Shorty talk-sings, the dire straits of the those struggling to get
by, to feed themselves, their families, their going off to war only to find no
support when they arrive back home and must ask, ‘What were we fighting
for?’ The Slow Burn is the increasing despair that grows like a malignant
cancer for those who have done right but get left without hope and
something to turn to. The guitar screams that hopelessness as it well
should.
After a great take on an alternative arrangement of the well known ’True
Lies’ and several other solid tunes, Guitar Shorty closes the show with
’Temporary Man’, acknowledging that no matter what he does, no matter
how hard he works, he will only be a temporary man.
There is a ton of power to most every song on ‘Bare Knuckle’, a strong
backing band, the rhythm section packs almost as much power as does
Guitar Shorty’s forceful guitar riffs and licks and solid vocals. I haven’t
heard many recent blues releases as fiery and as honest as this one, in
fact, none that I can think of for this year. It is both strong and thought
provoking and one that provides its own grit and toughness. I nominate
this CD for the next Best Contemporary Blues Award.

“The Acoustic Blues & Roots Of Duke Robillard presents Robillard’s
love of vintage blues, jazz and swing, with a selection of vocal and

instrumental cuts. This is his very
first acoustic album in a career that
spans over five decades. Robillard
has worked with Bob Dylan, Tom
Waits, Roomful Of Blues, Fabulous
Thunderbirds and dozens of blues
legends. He has been nominated
for two Grammy Awards and has
won “Blues Guitarist Of The Year”
four times. Special guests include
Maria Muldaur, Jay McShann and
Mary Flower.” Yep, that’s what the
P.R. people say about this
incredible CD release and they are
not off base. For those who seek
the real homespun blues, filled with
classic acoustic style guitar, playful
keyboards, soulful vocals and spot
on harmonies, this CD release will bring back the blues purist in any of us.
There is a true joy in Duke Robillard’s playing and singing, a backwater
patio party that invites anyone nearby to come and join the fun. The 18
tunes work from one to the other, beautifully sequenced and true to their
roots. Do not let this one get overlooked. You’ll be happy to have found it.

Sam Butler-‘Raise Your
Hands!’
Sam Butler, after years as the
guitarist for the Blind Boys of
Alabama and post much
collaboration with artists such as
Bruce Springsteen, Johnny
Cash, Tom Waits and Eric
Clapton has just released this
first and exciting solo CD on
Severn Records.
‘Raise Your Hands’ is a original
spin on blues based spirituals

that will be a true source of enjoyment to anyone listening. His enthusiastic
singing and all encompassing desire to bring everyone together in the joy
of music and solidarity make for a thoroughly approachable CD no matter
what one’s spiritual background may be.
Rooted in old time gospel and blues, Sam Butler’s new release is
unconstrained, allowing the joy and love he approaches each and every
tune on this CD to come through.
Of the 12 songs on this release, and after numerous listenings and now a
current permanent place on both my iPad and iPod, there is not a single
song that I do not like. Opening the release is Sam Butler’s take on a Bruce
Springsteen penned song, ‘Heaven’s Wall’ which effectively invites all to
raise their hands and join in. It is almost like attending a tent revival
meeting bringing everyone there into a fold of safety. Another tune, penned
by Eric Clapton, ‘Presence of the Lord’ acknowledges the comfort that
comes from his spiritual acceptance. Two songs, Tom Wait’s “Gospel Train’
and M. Smith’s ‘All Their Saints’ are particular favorites of mine but there
are so many powerful songs on this release that you will have to find and
choose your own highlights. No, I wasn’t raised in the church, no, I am not
a religious individual, but these songs still speak to me as I am sure they
will to you.
Tommy Castro-Method to My Madness
alligator.com

Do Tommy Castro and the Painkillers
ever rest? Apparently not, since their
latest CD release, ‘A Method to My
Madness’ comes quickly on the heels
of their last CD ‘The Devil You Know’.
However, this CD release feels more
stripped down , more soulful, more
back to blues but with updated and
current musical themes.
The opening cut, ‘Common Ground’
sets a solid tone for the rest of the
release with the band firing on all
cylinders’ emphasizing powerful and
enthusiastic vocals backed by a very
solid rhythm section keeping a groove

that demands a tapping foot or dancing on the floor.
‘I Must Have Died’ is a lovely slow blues number, while ’Two Hearts’, a
medium tempo shuffle confirms the desired commonality of people
expressed in the opening number, ‘Common Ground’.
I find that many of the numbers coming from Blues artists today reflect what
is happening in our society today. This CD is just as updated in its themes
revealing the stress, the isolation of the individual and the way the
government does or does not serve its constituents and the need for
people to come together. ‘All About the Cash’ is a perfect example of this,
a strong tune and probably one of my favorites on this release. Great
lyrics, searing guitar work and a strong and supportive rhythm section.
Tommy Castro’s “A Method to My Madness’, a 12 song, 50 minute CD
continues his record of solid releases .

Wolf Den
Danielle Nicole
Concord
Wolf Den, Danielle Nicole’s first solo album after her long-time collaboration
with the Ultimate Rhythm and Blues Cruise mainstay band, “Trampled
Under Foot,” deservedly debuted at Number 2 on Billboard’s Blues Albums
chart for the week of October 17.
San Diego is fortunate to
welcome her on Friday,
November 20, when Carey
Driscoll’s Acoustic Music San
Diego (www.AMSD.com) brings
her to the stage of the
Sweetwater High School
Performing Arts Center, with
Gospel singer, Liz Vice as the
opening act.
A bass player with a dynamite
voice, Danielle Nicole has
transitioned well from her core
role in Trampled Under Foot to
her solo career. Winning the
2014 Blues Music Award for

Instrumentalist – Bass, she has demonstrated that she’s got what it takes
to hold up on her own.
She is well supported on this CD by Louisiana guitarist Anders Osborne,
who also produced the album, New Orleans drummer Stanton Moore
(perhaps best known for his jazz/funk band “Galactic”), and Mike “Shinetop”
Sedovic on keyboards. Luther Dickinson (North Mississippi Allstars) steps
in on two of the tracks.
You’ve probably already got at least two songs from this album, “You Only
Want Me When You Need Me,” and “Wolf Den,” replaying in your head if
you listen to Sirius or other blues online. There’s plenty more where that
came from.
Nicole’s interpretation of the classic “I Feel Like Breakin’ Up Somebody’s
Home,” features some funky bass and drums with her steamy vocals at
their best, resulting in another of the many winners on this album. The
other eleven tracks were written by Nicole and Osborne together, or one of
them alone.
You’d better not miss her performance at AMSD, because after that her tour
heads back to Kansas City and onto another Legendary Rhythm and Blues
Cruise in January.
DM
Hard Luck Child: A Tribute to Skip
James
Rory Block
Stony Plain Records
This is the fifth album in Rory
Block’s Mentor Series, in which she
takes on the role of blues historian
by preserving the guitar and vocal
styles of five traditional acoustic
artists that she had the good fortune
to know in her youth. In her liner
notes, she annotates each song to

explain its historical and musicological relevance.
She knows and feels the music of her mentors intimately, and doesn’t hold
back as she bears witness to the contributions of these blues giants and
tunes the modern audience’s ears in to the roots music that she loves so
well. Possessed of award-winning musical skills herself, she’s got the
talent it takes to carry out this project. She attacks the songs with a fervor
that makes you want to go back to the originals and hear them anew.
The CDm opens with an introductory song (“Nehemiah James”) written by
Block to tell the story of Skip James’ life, and then fills out with nine of
James’ own songs, including the magical “Devil Got My Woman,” “Cypress
Grove Blues,” “Hard Times Killing Floor Blues,” and “Special Rider Blues,”
the gospel-based “I’m So Glad,” all channeled through her exquisite
acoustic guitar and vocals that were meant to speak for him, rather than
drawing attention to herself. She closes out the album with a striking
rendition of “Hard Luck Child” that reaches directly into your soul.
She already had over twenty albums to her credit by 2006, when she
turned her efforts to single-artist tributes honoring her heroes, first releasing
The Lady and Mr. Johnson, her album devoted to the music of Robert
Johnson. This Mentor Series followed, memorializing the work of
Mississippi John Hurt (Avalon), Son House (Blues Walkin’ Like a Man),
Mississippi Fred McDowell (Shake ‘Em on Down) and the Reverend Gary
Davis (I Belong to the Band ). She has done well for the blues community.
DM

Spotlight at Tio Leo’s
Blues Skies is the brainchild of Martin Kent, an Emmy Award-winning
documentary filmmaker and composer of “It’s a Nightmare,” for Wes Craven’s
classic horror film, A Nightmare on Elm Street. Martin formed the band this past
summer as a salve to his pain. “I had broken up with my girlfriend of three years
and was experiencing some serious blues,” he reveals. “Then the lightbulb went
off. What better way to transform that pain into joy, than to actually play and sing
the blues?” That was the birth of The Blues Skies Band.
During the previous year, Martin had been collaborating with a number of
talented musicians, all weekend warriors, one of whom was Dan Picker, AKA
“Doc.” Dan holds a PhD in electrical engineering but his heart has always been in
music. He has played in classic rock bands for many years, and loves all kinds of
music, including blues. So when Martin told Dan he wanted to form a blues band,
Dan signed on right away.

Next came R. Christian Minson, AKA “Swami,” whom Martin met in Del Mar
Toastmasters, a public speaking club. Christian was a district leader in the
Toastmasters organization. Christian and Martin clicked right away, and a
friendship was formed. It was the intersection of BB King and Muddy Waters
where Christian and Martin found their true bond. Christian sings, plays guitar
and blues harp in Blues Skies.
With the core of the band formed, a bass player was now needed. After auditions
were held, Rob Day was invited to join the band, and he accepted. Rob, a former
television and film production ace throughout San Diego, has played bass for a
number of years in local bands of various genres. But blues is clearly among his
favorites. Rob not only plays bass, but sings backup vocals in Blues Skies and
provides a bit of flash onstage in his trademark top hat and shades.
After a few rehearsals for upcoming shows Martin had lined up at Mr. Peabody’s
in Encinitas and Relm Wine Bar & Bistro in Carlsbad, Drummer Dan suggested
the band needed a keyboard player to round out its sound. That led to just a
single session with Gerry Duran, who had been playing keyboard, drums, guitar,
bass and singing in bands nonstop in Southern California since he was 13 years
old. Everyone agreed Gerry was “it.” With Gerry joining the band as keyboardist
and singer, Blues Skies had the distinction of being a band with three lead
singers, each with their own distinct style. Blues Skies has a loyal following of
enthusiastic fans; they will be playing Tio Leo’s on Napa St. on November 17th.
Only $5.00 admission at the door promoted by Wicked Harem Productions.

